GARDEN AVENUE
IN MY FAITH THERE IS LOVING AND
DRINKING AND LOOKING AT THE SUN
AS MUCH AS YOU LIKE

Garden Avenue is a summer-long exhibition project initiated by Jennifer Carvalho, Aryen Hoekstra,
Ella Dawn McGeough, and Colin Miner. Occurring monthly May-August, 2015, each of them has
proposed a loose thematic around which they have invited artists to participate. Garden Avenue’s
fourth and final iteration, IN MY FAITH THERE IS LOVING AND DRINKING AND LOOKING AT
THE SUN AS MUCH AS YOU LIKE*, was proposed by McGeough. Participating artists
include: Helen Cho, Ashley Culver, FASTWÜRMS, Jordy Hamilton, Kelly Jazvac, Neil Klassen,
Maryse Lariviere, Sandra Meigs, and Faith La Rocque.
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Everything has gone from the world,
The world has become empty again.
Human animal. Humanity animality.
Everything has gone from the world,
I don’t see anything now.
All that I see is My imagination. **
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Both passages were found in WELCOME TO THE SPIRITUAL KINGDOM OF ANIMALS, an essay
by Slavoj Zizek for Purple Magazine. Here, Zizek explores the entwined histories of nationalism,
violence, propaganda, and poetry to conclude that "Violence needs poetry to become palpable for
the people who practice it, and poetry also needs and practices violence — but a radically different
one. The real violence of terrorizing and torturing people needs a poetry that deprives it of its
horror and transforms it into a sublime ethical (patriotic) act. Poetic violence targets and
undermines the very sublime greatness of patriotic and other ideological myths, which serve to
legitimize real violence." Like Zizek's poetic violence, the sun exposes justifications, lack of
perspective, and our affection for being subsumed by a higher power. With glaring clarity it
announces that the days we live in are collapsing under the density of its own presence. Summer
has just begun and we are in free fall: XTC/TNT\XTC/TNT.

* excerpt from an untitled poem by Radovan Karadzic, a psychiatrist by profession, who was not only a ruthless
political and military leader, but also a poet.

** excerpt from Humanity, a poem by contemporary Afghan poet and Taliban supporter Samiullah Khalid Sahak.
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12

Helen Cho
20-21

Test piece for future project “Elders used to
laugh at it”, 2015.
Vinyl, ceramic, 17.5 x 14 x 15 inches (44.5 x
35.6 x 38 cm)

Pancake, 2008.
Salvaged vinyl, 24 x 21.5 x 3 inches (61 x
54.6 x 7.6 cm)
Neil Klassen
8-9

Ashley Culver
7, 10, 17

Untitled, 2015.
Bronze cast orange peels, dimensions variable

If you want protection you can hide behind
the shield, 2015.
Welding curtains, dimensions variable
Maryse Lariviere
15-16

FASTWÜRMS
5-6

UV Flashers, 2015.
Vinyl on uv plastic, optical tape, each 11 x 3.5
x 1 inches (27.9 x 8.9 x 2.5 cm)

Paradise of Hearts, 2015.
Fabric, book, plant, rock, 56 x 36 inches
(142.2 x 91.4 cm)
Sandra Meigs
4

Jordy Hamilton
13-14

Freedom Machine (Document #1 Billy), 2011.
Installation view + video stills of video 8
digital transfer, 10 min 21 sec with sound

Medicine Poster No.3, 2014.
Digital print, uv cured ink 24 x 18 1/4 inches
(61 x 46 cm)
Faith La Rocque
18-19

Kelly Jazvac
11

Untitled, 2014.
Wood, paint, plastic bottle, 9 x 4.5 x 3.5 inches
(22.9 x 11.4 x 8.9 cm)

Rhytons, 2012.
Blown glass, bee pollen, Bacchus-D, each
approx. 12 x 6 x 4 inches (30.5 x 15.2 x 10.2
cm)
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Helen Cho is a Korean-Canadian artist based in Toronto, Canada. Her practice uses various
mediums such as poetry, sculpture, drawing, video and performance. Working through “object” and
“image” making Cho contemplates modest gestures and rituals. Narratives are suggested in
seemingly trivial artifacts, locations and transactions of everyday life making her work subtle,
sensitive yet outspokenly ‘necessary’. She has exhibited widely nationally and internationally.
Ashley Culver completed her MFA at York University in 2015 and received her BFA from the
University of Victoria in 2011. Her artwork has been exhibited with Burnaby Art Gallery (Burnaby
BC), Xchanges Gallery (Victoria BC), Miles Nadal Management Centre (Toronto ON), and
Artscape Youngplace (Toronto ON) along with others. Culver resides in Toronto, Ontario.
FASTWÜRMS Formed in 1979, FASTWURMS is the cultural project, trademark, and joint
authorship of Kim Kozzi and Dai Skuse.
FASTWÜRMS artwork is about a poly-disciplinary, social creativity that integrates hybrid media
into events and immersive installations.
FASTWÜRMS practice is characterized by a determined DIY sensibility, Witch positivity identity
politics, and a keen allegiance towards working class, queer alliance, and artist collaborations.
Jordy Hamilton lives and works in Vancouver and Los Angeles. Primarily working in painting, he
employs a multifaceted approach to making art that includes sculpture, film, photography and
installation. Hamilton completed an MFA at the University of British Columbia in 2011. Recent
exhibitions include Artspeak and WAAP in Vancouver. He was a finalist in both the 2012 RBC
Painting Competition and the Contemporary Art Society of Vancouver’s Emerging Artist award.
Kelly Jazvac is a Canadian artist currently focusing on an interdisciplinary collaboration on the
study of a new stone termed “Plastiglomerate.” Jazvac's recent exhibitions include Koenig and
Clinton, New York (2015); Diaz Contemporary, Toronto (2015); Prosjekstrom Normanns, Norway
(2015); Carleton University Gallery, Ottawa (2015); and Louis B. James Gallery, New York
(2014). She is represented by Louis B. James Gallery, New York, and Diaz Contemporary,
Toronto. Jazvac is based in London, Ontario where she is a professor at Western University.
Neil Klassen holds a BFA from OCAD and an MFA from Western University. He has worked as a
guest artist and teacher at institutions across Canada. He is the current programming chair at the
Forest City Gallery in London, Ontario.
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Maryse Lariviere's practice crosses art, literature, politics and theory; it takes the form of text,
performance, sculpture, collage and film. Her work has recently been presented at Susan Hobbs,
Toronto; Galerie Maguire, Montreal; Battat Contemporary, Montreal; CCA, Glasgow; and Parker
Branch, London, Ontario. Originally from Montreal, Larivière received her MFA from Guelph
University and is a PhD candidate at the University of Western Ontario where she is specializing in
art writing and artist novels.
Sandra Meigs is a visual artist from Baltimore and currently based in Victoria, BC. She holds a
BFA from Nova Scotia College of Art and Design and an MA in philosophy from Dalhousie
University. She teaches at University of Victoria and is represented by Susan Hobbs Gallery,
Toronto. Meigs has exhibited widely both nationally and internationally, most notably at the
National Gallery of Canada, Vancouver Art Gallery, The Power Plant, Bologna Biennale, the fifth
Biennale of Sydney, and the Fodor Museum, Amsterdam.
Faith La Rocque's work focuses on the use of alternative health practices and products as both
material and subject matter in order to convey ideas about human behaviour, the body, emotions
and senses. Recent solo exhibitions include chisel to carve light thoughts at De Luca Fine Art
(2014) and High Acceptance at YYZ Artists’ Outlet (2013) in Toronto. La Rocque has received
several grants and prizes, including the Joseph S. Stauffer Prize (2010) awarded by the Canada
Council for the Arts.
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